Instructions for Attendees
LOCATION
The location and maps of our venue, the Cité Internationale Universitaire de Paris (CIUP) can be
found on pp3-5 of this document and the Program Booklet (available at http://ecal11.org/program), or
online at http://ecal11.org/rooms and http://ecal11.org/venue for directions. The main building where
most of the conference will take place is the “Maison Internationale” (MI, circled in red), Espace
Adenauer. During parallel sessions, Tracks ‘B’ will take place in the Auditorium of the Franco-British
College (CFB, circled in blue).
REGISTRATION
ECAL Desk: On Sunday, August 7 afternoon, the conference organization will be holding an ECAL
check-in desk for early arrivals from 2pm until 7pm in the main entrance of MI. You can come see us
to receive your registration package and for orientation or any question you have. On Monday,
August 8 and for the rest of the week, the ECAL registration/information desk will be open non-stop
from 8am until 7pm and will be located in the lobby, mezzanine level of MI.
No Bag, No Pen, No Notepad (who is using that stuff anyway?): We decided to do our part saving
the planet (and, alright, cutting costs too), so we boiled down the welcome package to its bare bones:
you will receive a name tag, a printed program booklet, a metro map + the banquet vouchers you
bought – that's it. (Trinket collectors: ask us for good addresses in Paris where you can get mugs,
keychains and Eiffel Tower snow globes.)
Proceedings: Most importantly, the proceedings are available in e-book format for download
exclusively (i.e., no USB key or CD either). The link can be found on the home page of the ECAL’11
website: http://ecal11.org in the “Proceedings” frame. Thus, for all these reasons, you might want to
bring your favorite briefcase, backpack or tote bag with your laptop in it.
Wifi Internet will be available in all rooms and halls under a unique login “ECAL11” and password
“11ECAL” for everyone, except in Salon de l'Argentine [Argt] and Salle Nathan [Nath], which are
used for workshops only.
SESSIONS
The complete program and program booklet are available online at http://ecal11.org/program (a
printed copy will be distributed to all participants at the conference, so please save paper and avoid
printing it beforehand, thank you). There are 9 oral sessions, designed uniformly to contain 2 parallel
tracks and 4 oral presentations of 25mn per track, for a total of 72 talks. Track chairs will enforce the
timing rather strictly, such that sessions remain as much as possible synchronized, and you have the
possibility to switch tracks between talks if you wish. (The two main rooms, Adenauer and CFB, are a
3mn walk from each other.) There are also 14 satellite workshops & tutorials, 6 keynotes and several
special sessions (panel discussion, art shows and events, see below). We will ring a bell 10 to 5mn
before the end of coffee breaks and lunch breaks to remind you about the time.
BREAKS
Breakfast: Every morning from 8am to 9am, a breakfast buffet will be served (coffee, tea, hot
chocolate, fresh juice, mineral water, croissants and other pastries). On Monday August 8, it will be
located in the lobby of the mezzanine level, then starting on Tuesday 9, it will be moved inside the
Adenauer Halls.
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Coffee Breaks: Several other coffee breaks (in the mid-morning, mid-afternoon and, some days, late
afternoon) will be served at the same location as the breakfast buffet. Please check the times on the
program.
Lunch Breaks will consist of a “lunch box” package, composed of (a) a sandwich or a salad, (b) a
dessert and (c) a drink. You will have several choices every day, varying from day to day (typical
sandwiches: ham, egg, tuna, chicken, cheese / salads: salmon, noodle, mixed veggie / desserts: apple
pie, chocolate tart, yogurt, fruit salad). All lunch breaks are scheduled from 12:10pm to 1:40pm,
except the first day Monday 8, from 1pm to 2:30pm.
EVENTS
Welcome Reception: On Tuesday 9 evening at 6pm, there will be a 2-hour inauguration of the
posters, nicely combined with Louis Bec's art exhibit vernissage and a refreshing cocktail (kir and
juice with canapés).
Pre-Banquet Show: On Thursday 11 evening, just before the banquet, Louis Bec will give a fantastic
art show at 7pm and Francois Pachet will perform an exciting musical jazz sequence at 8pm in the
Adenauer Auditorium for everyone to enjoy, including participants not going to the banquet.
Banquet: After that, the banquet starts at 8:30pm in the Versailles-looking Salon Honnorat and ends
at 11:30pm. On the menu: scallops, deer stew, berry mousse, and lots of wine. Veggies and noseafood people can get tomato pie and/or saffron risotto instead.
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Location
The conference will be held at the Cité Internationale Universitaire de Paris
(CIUP). The Cité Universitaire was created in the pacifist context of the 1920s
to support exchanges among students of the whole world. It is located on a
wooded park in the south of the French capital and represents the largest
student housing and facilities in the Paris region (5,600 beds). The grounds of
the Cité Universitaire accommodate 40 residences, doubling as an outdoor
exhibit of architecture. The eclecticism of the buildings expresses the diversity
of the countries that contributed to their construction. Residences evoke the
architecture of their country of origin (e.g., English colleges), others originate
from the international modern movement (decorative arts, Le Corbusier).
Address: 17, boulevard Jourdan, 75014 Paris

Access within Paris
•

Suburban train (called “RER”, line B): “Cité Universitaire” station

•

Metro (ligne 4): “Porte d’Orléans” station, then Tramway (line T3)

•

Tramway (line T3): “Cité Universitaire” station

•

Bus (line 21): “Cité Universitaire-Gazan” station

•

Bus (line 88): “Jourdan-Montsouris” station

•

Car: From the Paris beltway (called “Boulevard Périphérique”), take the
“Porte d’Orléans” or “Porte de Gentilly” exits, then follow the signs to
the nearby “Charlety” parking garage.
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Conference Rooms
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